
Experience(s)

Volunteered as Application Processing Lead for Europe's largest hackathon, Junction
2022. Monitored event's back-end, sent growth hacking emails and ensured smooth
registration. Also handled social media, Designing posts and now in my role as Head of
Tech for Nexus.

Head of Tech | Application processing | Registrations
Team lead | Social media team 

May 2022  - Present
Junction - Volunteering

As a peer tutor, I had the privilege of guiding new students with their studies and
facilitating team-building activities to foster a sense of community. Additionally, as a
student assistant, I assisted HAMK International staff in organizing orientation days,
ensuring a smooth transition for new students. I also contributed to the HAMK social
media account by generating content ideas, collecting articles, and managing social media
channels.

Peer tutor | Student Assistant | Marketing team 

May 2022 - Present 

Häme University of applied sciences 

Project(s)

Coliving
Figma | HTML | Css | JS | SQL

I created an apartment rental project using Figma, which showcased my skills in designing
and developing a functional website. The project involved developing the front-end and
back-end of the website, including features such as user registration, search and booking
functionality. Through this project, I gained valuable experience in web development and
honed my skills in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and PHP.

City of Oulu -Carbon emission calculator 
Figma | HTML | Css | JS | SQL | Python 
As part of a team project for the City of Oulu, I co-developed a carbon emissions
calculator using Python, HTML, and CSS. I was responsible for designing the user
interface using Figma, which helped us create an intuitive and easy-to-use calculator. The
project was a valuable experience in teamwork, project management, and programming,
and allowed me to apply my skills in Python, HTML, and CSS to solve real-world
problems.

Contact
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vigneshreddykandi@gmail.com

Email

Aisatie 8 B 87, 00750
HELSINKI

Address

Vignesh Reddy Kandi
S t u d e n t  

Häme University of Applied Sciences

High school- upto 12th grade

Bachelor of Business
Administration (BBA),Computer
Applications

2020

2021 -  2024

Adobe Xd

Tools: Jira, Trello

Programming: Php,Java,Python

Figma

Full Stack - Html,Css,Js,Sql

 UI Design

Skills

Reference

Linkedin
http://vigneshreddy.com/linkedin

Wordpress 

Akseli Aho  - Ex CEO - Junction 

Tapani Hankonen - HOD,HAMK

Wafa Faquir - Solenovo Oy        

Objective
To secure a challenging position that leverages my technical skills and
creativity, allowing me to contribute to a dynamic team and further
develop my knowledge in possible fields


